Getting More
Leads Delivered:
Part I of II

by Hector Bosotti
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ou may have read industry statistics which suggest the following averages:
 Out of 100 applications processed
 40% are approved
 30% of those are delivered
 Nets a 12% delivery ratio

The key to converting more leads into deliveries is to
firstly get more prospects in to see you.
Once they do arrive, you will then need to:
 get them to stop shopping around for credit or for another vehicle
 get them approved
 get them to accept a suitable vehicle
 get them to accept the interest rate/terms
 get them to accept your after market products
 get them to take delivery
I will focus on the first 3 elements in this issue.
There are many operations that take an application over the telephone or process an online application. If you’re having a poor conversion rate (getting customers to show up), attempt to
get them to visit you first before you process their application. To be successful utilizing this
strategy, you will need to develop and then communicate to the customer why it would be in their
best interest to come in to see you.

Give Them Many Unique Reasons to Visit You:
1. Offer to pay and pull their personal credit bureau report. Inform the customer that together
(in person) you will look for errors or omissions on their report that can be corrected.
Suggest that there is more than one credit bureau report that can be requested (i.e. Trans
Union). Some creditors/institutions do not report to both bureaus and one bureau could
look better than the other. Some lenders use Trans Union as their primary source.
2. Offer your unique approval system-one that does not necessarily weigh heavily on a
customer’s previous credit history but rather on the value of the newer vehicle and credit
moving forward.
3. Suggest that continuing to shop for credit will damage their beacon score and their chance
for an approval.
4. Sell your credit recovery program. Describe to them the process that needs to takes place
and the benefits. Customers will want to be in a position to look after their children’s

education, purchasing a home, future retirement and future dreams etc. Directing the
customer to testimonials on your web site greatly enhances your success rate.
Most dealers will not offer or suggest this type of service and it will demonstrate your
knowledge, professionalism and further obligate the customer for the expense that your
dealership is incurring with no commitment or obligation on the their part. This builds trust. Here
are some great questions that you can ask to assist securing an appointment:








Are you tired of being tired?
Are you stressed out?
Would you like to own a house one day?
Would you like to look after your children’s education?
Would you like to start to look after your retirement needs?
Do you need a safe and dependable vehicle?
Do you want to feel confident again?

Patience is a virtue that a Special Finance manager must develop. Act as a sounding board
for your customer. “And then what happened?...and then?” Some Special Finance managers claim
that they feel like a psychiatrist or a priest taking confessions at times. By probing gingerly into
their credit history, the customer will start to confide in you and that is precisely what builds their
trust in you. The way that you communicate and present your credit recovery solution paints a
picture in the customer’s mind. If you want to get more customers in to see you, you’ve got to be a
better painter. To get better, you need to practice. Most sales people only practice “in the game”
but when we look at professional athletes, we realize that they go to practices and actors or
musicians go to rehearsals. Here are some other strategies for you to consider to getting more
customers to visit you:






You require a customer’s personal authorization to run a credit bureau
Lenders want to know the year, make, model and kilometers that the loan is intended for
Lenders want to know if the person is credible and sincere requiring a face to face
interview
You want to communicate your process and the extensive resources that you have at your
disposal to assist securing a credit approval
You may want to leverage your dealership’s reputation and your success rate

Tip of the Year!
Write out your credit recovery program presentation.
Edit and then rehearse it until you have mastered it!
The 4 “B’s” to remember:
1. Be patient
2. Build rapport
3. Build trust
4. Book an appointment
Increasing Your Approval Rate:
1. “Shot-Gunning” vs. a More Surgical Approach:
The vast majority of dealers from across the country “shot-gun” credit applications to
Special Finance lending institutions. The advent of “portal” technology has fueled this practice

which can actually lead to inefficiencies. Unless you are processing hundreds of applications per
month, you may well be advised to be more surgical in your submission approach. The fact
remains that if you are processing hundreds of applications per month, every lender will welcome
the opportunity to approve as many as they can. If you are processing less than a few dozen, look
to place an application with the lender who will more than likely approve it on a first submission. If
you send a lender 10 applications and they approve 5 of them but you only submit 1 deal for
funding, you will create animosity with the lender and they will be less flexible with you on
marginal calls. Once an approval has been secured, you can look to another lender that offers
better terms/rates/advances etc… for either the customer or for yourself. Many dealers will send
an application to their preferred lender first to maintain their strong relationship. The object here is
to build healthy relationships with several lenders so that you can call on favours when seeking an
approval on a marginal application.
2. Pull the Customer’s Credit Bureau:
Spending time to thoroughly review a customer’s credit bureau with them will pay huge
dividends. I’ve heard countless numbers of stories about customers who were unaware of issues
on their credit bureau that were resolved long ago. More often than not, a quick phone call and a
fax will clear up the situation and you can be one step closer to an approval. Credit bureaus
merely report creditors’/institutions’ information that they receive and there are errors in the
reporting process itself. From time to time, errors in the information that they receive is also
inaccurate so take the time to ensure that the report is valid.
NOTE: Remember that some lending institutions utilize Trans Union as their primary credit bureau
so if the Equifax report is unfavourable, pull one on Trans Union to see what it looks like. Not all
creditors/institutions report to both bureaus. If one turns up cleaner than the other, submit the
application to the lender that utilizes that particular bureau.
Other Benefits:
 Allows you to build more rapport with the customer
 Stops the customer from shopping by seeing the inquiries and their score
 Allows the customer to gain acceptance of a higher interest rate once they’ve seen their
“credit accidents”
 Manages expectations and dismisses “illusions of grandeur”
 Paints a vision of the future-this is your curent plan, do you want to change it?
 Prepares for other product sales
3. Look for Resolutions:
Does the situation still exist or has it been resolved? This is precisely how you will need to
package the application to your lender. There are two legitimate ways in which a lender may
approve a deal for a customer that has a poor credit history;
justification and extenuating circumstances on the part of the customer, supported by proof.
Don’t allow your lender to easily decline your deal. Make sure that you send all appropriate
documentation of your customer’s extenuating circumstances along with the credit application
(not after the lender callback) to support an approval. If you are aware of the customer’s poor
credit history and know the cause and resolution, send an accompanying note to your lender and
all pertinent supporting documentation so that he/she is prepared for it and can look at it with a
more positive perspective-don’t let it be a surprise to them!
Prepare a list of positive strengths to discuss with your lender:
or

or
or

– stability
service ratio is favorable
e/lease a vehicle that’s affordable and practical

– loyal, predictable
- previous car loans paid well
– responsibilities
ased on occupation and/or education or discussed during “turnover”
– with explanation (e.g. a difficult divorce, a job loss
several years ago due to a corporate merger, etc.)
4. Getting More Down Payments:
Successful Business Managers know how to extract higher down payments from
customers. The first rule of thumb that they adhere to is to never to ask a customer how much
they are willing to or want to put down on a vehicle purchase. Best practices suggest that you
should always suggest an amount that is normally higher than what will be required to approve a
deal. For example, if you are working with a customer (face to face only) and you know that you
can probably get the customer approved with a $2 500 down payment, you might use the following
technique:
“Tom, most customers will want to put $4 000 as a down payment or could you put $5 000 to help
keep the payments lower?”
In using this technique, you will extract higher down payments and will get more truthful answers
from the customer. You will find many applications that have conditional approvals based on a
higher down payment request. You will need to work with the customer to secure a higher down
payment. If they have additional funds to put down, it’s likely that you will only need to explain the
lender’s position and how they want to back up the approval with a stronger equity position. In
most other scenarios, the customer does not have the additional funds or does not know where to
get them. Here is a check list that Business Managers use to assist their customers in finding
some more money.

Personal Savings / Chequing Account
Children’s Savings Account

Credit Cards:(1-800) ( on the back for limit increases )

Advance on Vacation Pay

Pay Advance or at a Pay Advance Store

Bonds, G.I.C.’s, Stocks, Mutual / Seg Funds

Loan / Cash Out on a Whole Life Insurance Policy

R.R.S.P.’s
R.E.S.P.’s

Friends
Family

Garage Sale
Tax Refunds

People buy from people they like and trust and the reason why your sales process will
continue to be your most competitive edge in the Special Finance arena. The “pros” know how to
do it better-it’s as simple as that. Prepare a presentation that gives customers many unique
reasons to visit you that others don’t offer. If you share valuable information with them and get
them to see how professional you are, they will likely stop shopping and give you the opportunity
to get them mobile again. Following the basics steps at getting more deals approved will go far to
increase your approval rate along with building personal relationships with the lenders.
In the next issue, we will continue to share with you other best practices that will increase
your delivery rate. Until then, have a safe and fun’filled summer!
Hector Bosotti is a consultant and trainer for the Wye Management and has over 24 years of retail
automotive experience whose success has been founded on 3 key elements: People, Process &
Training.
Wye Management Group is currently facilitating VFC’s sponsored Special Finance workshop
across Canada. For more information on the workshops, visit wyemanagement.com or contact
their toll-free number 1(888) 993-6468.

